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I
DUTIES
OVERVIEW
Attorneys owe clients duties of loyalty, care, and confidentiality.


The duty of loyalty requires that an attorney act at all times for the
client’s best interests rather than for his or her own interests or the
interests of a third person. The duty of loyalty is the true fiduciary duty.



The duty of care requires that attorneys act with the knowledge and
skill of a reasonable lawyer in similar circumstances. In most cases it
includes a duty to follow lawful client instructions.



The duty of confidentiality requires that attorneys not use for their own
benefit information they acquire in the course of representing a client and
not disclose such information unless authorized by law. California law
creates exceptions to this duty only to prevent criminal conduct
threatening death or substantial bodily harm and to defend against claims
brought by a client or the state bar.



Attorneys may not advise clients to violate the law or assist in such
violations. The job of an attorney is therefore to provide loyal, careful,
and confidential assistance in using lawful means to pursue the client’s
lawful ends.
________________
CALIFORNIA BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONS CODE §6068

It is the duty of an attorney to do all of the following:
(a)

To support the Constitution and laws of the United States and of this state.

(b)

To maintain the respect due to the courts of justice and judicial officers.

(c)

To counsel or maintain those actions, proceedings, or defenses only as
appear to him or her legal or just, except the defense of a person charged
with a public offense.

(d)

To employ, for the purpose of maintaining the causes confided to him or
her those means only as are consistent with truth, and never to seek to
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mislead the judge or any judicial officer by an artifice or false statement of
fact or law.
(e)(1) To maintain inviolate the confidence, and at every peril to himself or
herself to preserve the secrets, of his or her client.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 1-100(A)
The following rules are intended to regulate professional conduct of members of
the State Bar through discipline. . . . These rules together with any standards adopted by
the Board of Governors pursuant to these rules shall be binding upon all members of the
State Bar.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 1-120
ASSISTING, SOLICITING, OR INDUCING VIOLATIONS
A member shall not knowingly assist in, solicit, or induce any violation of these
rules or the State Bar Act.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-100(A)
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION OF A CLIENT
A member shall not reveal information protected from disclosure by Business and
Professions Code section 6068, subdivision (e)(1) without the informed consent of the
client, or as provided in paragraph (B) of this rule.
________________
CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE CODE §955
The lawyer who received or made a communication subject to the privilege under
this article shall claim the privilege whenever he is present when the communication is
sought to be disclosed and is authorized to claim the privilege under subdivision (c) of
Section 954.
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________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-210
ADVISING THE VIOLATION OF LAW
A member shall not advise the violation of any law, rule, or ruling of a tribunal
unless the member believes in good faith that such law, rule, or ruling is invalid. A
member may take appropriate steps in good faith to test the validity of any law, rule, or
ruling of a tribunal.
________________
CALIFORNIA
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE §6128(A)
Every attorney is guilty of a misdemeanor who either:
(a) Is guilty of any deceit or collusion, or consents to any deceit or collusion, with
intent to deceive the court or any party.
________________
PROBLEMS
The city of Serra needs to raise money to meet operating expenses. The mayor
wants to borrow money designated for particular purposes rather than raise taxes. He
asks the city attorney whether he may do so. Serra law allows such borrowing provided
the city council adopts an ordinance authorizing it; the city attorney so advises the mayor.
The council does not wish to adopt such an ordinance. It prefers that mayor
negotiate a loan with lenders and leave the council out of it. Acting with the verbal
consent of each council member, the mayor’s office negotiates a loan on terms favorable
to the city. The city attorney believes this plan does not comply with the law.
The lenders request a letter from the city attorney opining that the city is
exercising proper borrowing authority and that the debt will be a valid and binding
obligation of the city. The mayor and each member of the city council orally request the
city attorney to issue the necessary letter. They maintain that the funds are necessary for
the city to continue providing vital services. They argue a borrowing ordinance is simply
a formality unrelated to the economic issues at hand, on which the mayor and all council
members agree. They stress that there is no assurance the city will obtain such favorable
terms if there is any delay in closing the deal.
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The city attorney believes the council would adopt the necessary ordinance if the
lenders demanded that it do so. The city attorney also believes that the city would
receive the favorable loan terms if the council and the mayor act quickly. All that is
needed is for the lenders to make that specific demand and adhere to it. If quick action is
not taken, however, the city attorney believes the city may lose the favorable terms the
mayor negotiated.
What are they city attorney’s ethical obligations in these circumstances? In
particular, may the city attorney:
(1)

Issue the requested letter?

(2)

Advise the lenders that an ordinance is required to authorize the
transaction, in order to pressure the council and mayor to adhere to the
law?

(3)

State publicly that such an ordinance is required to authorize the
borrowing, in order to pressure the council and mayor to adhere to the
law?

(4)

Refer the mayor to outside counsel the city attorney believes might be
willing to provide the requested letter?
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II
THE ENTITY
CLIENT PRINCIPLE


When representing an entity such as a city or corporation a lawyer
represents the entity as such. The lawyer does not represent persons who
act for the entity, such as council members, directors, officers, or
employees. The lawyer also does not represent persons with an interest in
the entity’s affairs, such as residents or shareholders.



If an attorney for an entity learns that an entity constituent is engaging in
misconduct that threatens harm to the entity the attorney may and should
take reasonable steps to dissuade the constituent from such acts. The
attorney may not do anything to assist the misconduct.



If dissuasion does not work the attorney may take reasonable steps to
report the misconduct to other entity constituents with the power to stop
it.



Unless the misconduct creates a threat of death or substantial bodily
harm, the attorney may not report it to third parties.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-600(A)-(C)
ORGANIZATION AS CLIENT

(A) In representing an organization, a member shall conform his or her
representation to the concept that the client is the organization itself, acting through its
highest authorized officer, employee, body, or constituent overseeing the particular
engagement.
(B) If a member acting on behalf of an organization knows that an actual or
apparent agent of the organization acts or intends or refuses to act in a manner that is or
may be a violation of law reasonably imputable to the organization, or in a manner which
is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the member shall not violate his
or her duty of protecting all confidential information as provided in Business and
Professions Code section 6068, subdivision (e). Subject to Business and Professions
Code section 6068, subdivision (e), the member may take such actions as appear to the
member to be in the best lawful interest of the organization. Such actions may include
among others:
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(1) Urging reconsideration of the matter while explaining its likely
consequences to the organization; or
(2) Referring the matter to the next higher authority in the organization,
including, if warranted by the seriousness of the matter, referral to the
highest internal authority that can act on behalf of the organization.
(C) If, despite the member's actions in accordance with paragraph (B), the highest
authority that can act on behalf of the organization insists upon action or a refusal to act
that is a violation of law and is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the
member's response is limited to the member's right, and, where appropriate, duty to
resign in accordance with rule 3-700.
State Bar Standing Committee on Professionalism and Conduct
Formal Opinion 2001-156
“Although this rule does not explicitly indicate that a governmental entity is an
organization within the scope of the rule, the Committee believes that the rule applies to a
municipal corporation and is best viewed as applicable to all governmental entities.”1
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-700(B)-(C)
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(B) Mandatory Withdrawal.
A member representing a client before a tribunal shall withdraw from
employment with the permission of the tribunal, if required by its rules, and a member
representing a client in other matters shall withdraw from employment, if:
(1) The member knows or should know that the client is bringing an
action, conducting a defense, asserting a position in litigation, or taking an
appeal, without probable cause and for the purpose of harassing or
maliciously injuring any person; or
(2) The member knows or should know that continued employment will
result in violation of these rules or of the State Bar Act; or
(3) The member's mental or physical condition renders it unreasonably
difficult to carry out the employment effectively.
1

Cf 84 Ops Atty Gen. 271 (2001)(“In some respects, rule 3-600 appears designed to meet the concerns of
the private sector better than the concerns of public practice.”)
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(C) Permissive Withdrawal.
If rule 3-700(B) is not applicable, a member may not request permission to
withdraw in matters pending before a tribunal, and may not withdraw in other matters,
unless such request or such withdrawal is because:
(1) The client
(a) insists upon presenting a claim or defense that is not warranted
under existing law and cannot be supported by good faith argument
for an extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, or
(b) seeks to pursue an illegal course of conduct, or
(c) insists that the member pursue a course of conduct that is illegal
or that is prohibited under these rules or the State Bar Act, or
(d) by other conduct renders it unreasonably difficult for the
member to carry out the employment effectively, or
(e) insists, in a matter not pending before a tribunal, that the
member engage in conduct that is contrary to the judgment and
advice of the member but not prohibited under these rules or the
State Bar Act . . . .
(2) The continued employment is likely to result in a violation of these rules or of
the State Bar Act . . . .
________________
PROBLEMS
This set of problems alters the facts of the first set. Suppose now that when the
city’s budget shortfall first came to light a member of the city council told a reporter that
a former city manager was to blame for the problem. The former manager then sued the
council member and the city for defamation.
The city attorney agreed to defend the city and entered an appearance in the
action. Counsel for the former manager then wrote a letter demanding that the city
attorney withdraw from the representation. The letter states that the city attorney had
represented the manager many times both in providing advice to the manager on legal
issues and in defending the manager in suits where the manager was a named defendant.
Each of these suits challenged the manager’s official conduct. The letter insists that these
matters are substantially related to the defamation suit.
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(1)

Assume for the sake of argument that the matters on which the city
attorney advised and defended the manager are substantially related to the
defamation matter. Must the city attorney withdraw from the defense of
the defamation suit?

Now suppose that when the mayor learns of the budget shortfall she contacts the
city attorney regarding the city’s borrowing authority. The city attorney advises that the
city may borrow for specified purposes if the city council adopts an ordinance
authorizing the loan. The mayor believes the city council will decline to adopt such an
ordinance and will push for tax increases instead.
After receiving this advice the mayor asks for no further advice on this question.
The mayor’s office does ask the city attorney to revise and update some essentially
boilerplate language from previous loan transactions, however, in case the mayor decides
to proceed with the plan.
Without informing the city attorney, the mayor then undertakes to negotiate a loan
with lenders who are willing to accept the mayor’s representations regarding the city’s
borrowing power. The city attorney learns of the mayor’s actions when she receives an
e-mail lender’s counsel had intended to send to an outside firm the mayor had retained to
work on the transaction.
The city attorney determines from this e-mail that the loan documents contain
representations regarding the city’s finances that are known to be outdated and unreliable.
The city attorney also determines that the boilerplate language she has been asked to
revise is probably intended for use in this transaction.
The city attorney confronts the mayor with these facts. The mayor orders the city
attorney to cease all further inquiry into the transaction, inform no one of what the city
attorney now knows, and deliver as it then stands the language the city attorney had been
asked to revise. What are the city attorney’s ethical obligations and options in these
circumstances? In particular:
(2)

Must the city attorney cease all inquiry?

(3)

Must she respect the mayor’s instruction to keep confidential the
information she has obtained?

(4)

Must she deliver the revised language?

(5)

Are there other steps she must or should take?
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III
CONFLICTS
OF INTEREST


An attorney must disclose to a client any personal interest the attorney has
in any party to a matter or in the subject of the matter itself.



An attorney may not represent a client whose legal interests are adverse or
potentially adverse to a current client without each client’s consent.



An attorney may not represent a client whose interests are adverse to a
former client in a matter substantially related to the attorney’s
representation of the former client without each client’s consent.



Conflicts based on an attorney’s work are generally imputed to the
attorney’s firm or office as a whole, commonly resulting in
disqualification of the office. In certain circumstances, however, a
government law office may avoid disqualification by taking appropriate
measures to screen the conflicted lawyer from the matter.



Subject to the above principles, an attorney may represent both an entity
and an entity constituent in the same matter.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-600(D)-(E)
ORGANIZATION AS CLIENT

(D) In dealing with an organization's directors, officers, employees, members,
shareholders, or other constituents, a member shall explain the identity of the client for
whom the member acts, whenever it is or becomes apparent that the organization's
interests are or may become adverse to those of the constituent(s) with whom the member
is dealing. The member shall not mislead such a constituent into believing that the
constituent may communicate confidential information to the member in a way that will
not be used in the organization's interest if that is or becomes adverse to the constituent.
(E) A member representing an organization may also represent any of its
directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders, or other constituents, subject to
the provisions of rule 3-310. If the organization's consent to the dual representation is
required by rule 3-310, the consent shall be given by an appropriate constituent of the
organization other than the individual or constituent who is to be represented, or by the
shareholder(s) or organization members.
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_______________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-310(B)-(C)
AVOIDING THE REPRESENTATION OF ADVERSE INTERESTS
(B) A member shall not accept or continue representation of a client without providing
written disclosure to the client where:
(1) The member has a legal, business, financial, professional, or personal
relationship with a party or witness in the same matter; or
(2) The member knows or reasonably should know that:
(a) the member previously had a legal, business, financial,
professional, or personal relationship with a party or
witness in the same matter; and
(b) the previous relationship would substantially affect the
member's representation; or
(3) The member has or had a legal, business, financial,
professional, or personal relationship with another person or entity
the member knows or reasonably should know would be affected
substantially by resolution of the matter; or
(4) The member has or had a legal, business, financial, or
professional interest in the subject matter of the representation.
(C) A member shall not, without the informed written consent of each client:
(1) Accept representation of more than one client in a matter in which the
interests of the clients potentially conflict; or
(2) Accept or continue representation of more than one client in a matter
in which the interests of the clients actually conflict; or
(3) Represent a client in a matter and at the same time in a separate matter
accept as a client a person or entity whose interest in the first matter is
adverse to the client in the first matter. . . .
(E) A member shall not, without the informed written consent of the client or former
client, accept employment adverse to the client or former client where, by reason of the
representation of the client or former client, the member has obtained confidential
information material to the employment.
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________________
CALIFORNIA
GOVERNMENT CODE §825(A)
Except as otherwise provided in this section, if an employee or former employee
of a public entity requests the public entity to defend him or her against any claim or
action against him or her for an injury arising out of an act or omission occurring within
the scope of his or her employment as an employee of the public entity . . . and the
employee or former employee reasonably cooperates in good faith in the defense of the
claim or action, the public entity shall pay any judgment based thereon or any
compromise or settlement of the claim or action to which the public entity has agreed.
If the public entity conducts the defense of an employee or former employee
against any claim or action with his or her reasonable good-faith cooperation, the public
entity shall pay any judgment based thereon or any compromise or settlement of the
claim or action to which the public entity has agreed. However, where the public entity
conducted the defense pursuant to an agreement with the employee or former employee
reserving the rights of the public entity not to pay the judgment, compromise, or
settlement until it is established that the injury arose out of an act or omission occurring
within the scope of his or her employment as an employee of the public entity, the public
entity is required to pay the judgment, compromise, or settlement only if it is established
that the injury arose out of an act or omission occurring in the scope of his or her
employment as an employee of the public entity.
________________
CALIFORNIA
GOVERNMENT CODE §995
Except as otherwise provided in Sections 995.2 and 995.4, upon request of an
employee or former employee, a public entity shall provide for the defense of any civil
action or proceeding brought against him, in his official or individual capacity or both, on
account of an act or omission in the scope of his employment as an employee of the
public entity.
________________
CALIFORNIA
GOVERNMENT CODE §995.2
(a) A public entity may refuse to provide for the defense of a civil action or
proceeding brought against an employee or former employee if the public entity
determines any of the following:
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(1) The act or omission was not within the scope of his or her
employment.
(2) He or she acted or failed to act because of actual fraud, corruption, or
actual malice.
(3) The defense of the action or proceeding by the public entity would
create a specific conflict of interest between the public entity and the
employee or former employee. For the purposes of this section, “specific
conflict of interest” means a conflict of interest or an adverse or pecuniary
interest, as specified by statute or by a rule or regulation of the public
entity.
________________
PROBLEMS
This set of problems alters the facts from the previous two problem sets. Suppose
now that the Serra city council favors borrowing to meet the city’s revenue shortfall. The
mayor opposes borrowing and favors budget cuts instead.
The city council identifies three lenders willing to form a consortium to lend to
the city. The council asks the city attorney for advice on how to proceed; the city
attorney advises that the contemplated borrowing would be lawful provided the council
passes an ordinance authorizing it.
The mayor then asks the city attorney to advise him regarding his options if the
city council adopts such an ordinance and votes to borrow the funds. The city attorney
prepares a memorandum outlining the mayor’s options.
A city council member learns of the memorandum and the council instructs the
city attorney not to complete or deliver it. The council claims it would be a conflict of
interest for the city attorney to advise the mayor on how to frustrate actions the council
took based in part on the city attorney’s advice.
(1)

Does the city attorney have a conflict, as the counsel contends?

(2)

Now suppose a lawyer in the city attorney’s office has an equity interest in
one of the lenders the council has identified. The mayor (who, recall,
opposes borrowing) demands that the city attorney’s office cease all work
related to the council’s loan project on the ground that the office has a
conflict of interest. Must the office cease work? Does it have any ethical
options regarding this issue?
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(3)

Suppose instead that the city attorney’s office recently hired from a private
firm an attorney who previously worked for two of the lenders in the
consortium on matters very similar to the city’s borrowing plan. Citing
conflict of interest grounds, both the mayor and the two lenders object to
the city attorney’s office performing any work on the loan transaction.
Must the office cease work? Does it have any ethical options regarding
this issue?

(4)

Recall the defamation suit by a former city manager, mentioned
above. Suppose the council member named in the suit (who is the source
of the defamatory statements) asks the city attorney to represent him. May
the city attorney do so? Are there ethical considerations relevant to this
decision?

(5)

Finally, suppose the city attorney does defend the council member.
During the course of the litigation the city attorney determines that
the council member knew his statements were false. Wanting to
settle old scores with the former city manager, however, the
council member made the statements anyway, hoping to inflict
the greatest harm possible. How would such facts affect the city
attorney’s ethical position?
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IV
INVESTIGATING
MISCONDUCT


In conducting an internal investigation an attorney must identify
his or her client and conduct the investigation accordingly.



As a default matter, when representing an entity in an internal
investigation the attorney’s only client is the entity.



When dealing with an entity constituent the attorney does not
represent, the attorney must explain that the attorney represents
the entity and not the constituent. The attorney also must explain
what that means for the constituent.



In particular, the attorney should explain that the attorney owes a
duty of confidentiality to the entity, not the constituent, and that
the entity would control any attorney-client privilege covering the
attorney’s discussions with the constituent.



Subject to conflict of interest rules, the attorney may choose to
form duties to entity constituents in the course of the investigation.
Such a choice should only be made by the entity after considering
the advantages and disadvantages it poses.



If the attorney forms duties of confidentiality with a constituent the
attorney should make clear that the duty extends only to third
parties and not to those who act on behalf of the entity, to whom
the attorney would remain free to share information.



In dealing with outside investigators the attorney should act for the
best interests of the city. The attorney should maintain
confidentiality unless the client chooses to authorize disclosure.
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________________
CALIFORNIA RULES
OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
3-100, 3-310, 3-600, 3-700
________________
PROBLEMS
This set of problems alters the facts from the earlier sets. Suppose now that when
Serra city management realized it faced a cash shortfall the mayor and her staff decided
to sell notes to investors. The council properly approved the transaction. To handle the
transaction the mayor selects a friend who is both an investment banker and a contributor
to the mayor’s last campaign.
The mayor and the banker agree the banker’s firm will receive 6% of the proceeds
as a fee. This agreement is publicly disclosed and in line with market-rate fees for
similar transactions. The mayor and banker also agree privately that through an
intermediary the banker will pay 2% of the firm’s fee to the mayor’s reelection
committee.
A member’s of the mayor’s budget staff, Arnold, is responsible for preparing
revenue forecasts to be included in the offering documents. Arnold knows the only
forecasts he has available to him are unreliable. Arnold knows the note sale is important
to the city, however, and he includes the forecasts in the offering documents. He tells no
one that they are unreliable, and no one asks.
The offering documents circulate through the city attorney’s office. An attorney
in the office, Barbara, reviews the documents. Barbara has recently reviewed certain of
the city’s other outstanding securities and concluded that the city’s current financial
position places it in violation of certain covenants in one of its bond indentures.
Technically this violation gives the indenture trustee the right to demand immediate
payment of principal and interest. The city has missed no payments, however, and the
indenture trustee has not noticed the violation.
Barbara considers whether to disclose this violation in the offering documents and
decides not to. She reasons disclosure would harm the city by alerting the indenture
trustee to the violation.
The notes are sold using offering documents that (i) do not disclose the agreement
between the mayor and the investment banker; (ii) disclose the unreliable revenue
forecasts; and (iii) do not disclose the breach of the indenture covenants.
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The mayor’s investment banker friend becomes the subject of an investigation
into wire fraud. In exchange for favorable treatment he discloses to the U.S. Attorney’s
office his kickback deal with the mayor.
Not long thereafter a grand jury subpoena duces tecum is served on the mayor’s
office. It seeks city documents relating to the transaction. The mayor asks the city
attorney to represent him in connection with the subpoena and any further investigation.
He denies any wrongdoing.
In the meantime, the city’s notes have plummeted in the market. Investors have
sued the city alleging securities fraud. Among other things they allege that the offering
documents employed false revenue projections and failed to disclose the city’s true
financial condition. The city attorney undertakes the defense of the city in this action.
Assume the city council and mayor (who does not know of his friend’s
cooperation with prosecutors) instruct the city attorney to investigate the note transaction
and report on her findings. Assume also that the U.S. Attorney’s office has contacted the
city attorney to seek her cooperation in coordinating the investigation.
What ethical considerations must or should the city attorney take into account in
conducting the internal investigation and in dealing with the U.S. Attorney’s office?
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V
LITIGATION
CONDUCT


An attorney may not bring a claim without probable cause or to
harass the defendant.



An attorney may not threaten to bring criminal or administrative
charges to gain an advantage in a civil proceeding.



An attorney may not make public statements likely to prejudice
adjudication of a matter.



An attorney must act so as to maintain respect for courts and
judicial officers.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 3-200
PROHIBITED OBJECTIVES OF EMPLOYMENT

A member shall not seek, accept, or continue employment if the member knows
or should know that the objective of such employment is:
(A) To bring an action, conduct a defense, assert a position in litigation, or take an
appeal, without probable cause and for the purpose of harassing or maliciously injuring
any person; or
(B) To present a claim or defense in litigation that is not warranted under existing
law, unless it can be supported by a good faith argument for an extension, modification,
or reversal of such existing law.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 5-100(A)
THREATENING CRIMINAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, OR DISCIPLINARY CHARGES
A member shall not threaten to present criminal, administrative, or disciplinary
charges to obtain an advantage in a civil dispute.
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________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 5-120
TRIAL PUBLICITY
(A) A member who is participating or has participated in the investigation or
litigation of a matter shall not make an extrajudicial statement that a reasonable person
would expect to be disseminated by means of public communication if the member
knows or reasonably should know that it will have a substantial likelihood of materially
prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding in the matter.
(B) Notwithstanding paragraph (A), a member may state:
(1) the claim, offense or defense involved and, except when
prohibited by law, the identity of the persons involved;
(2) the information contained in a public record;
(3) that an investigation of the matter is in progress;
(4) the scheduling or result of any step in litigation;
(5) a request for assistance in obtaining evidence and
information necessary thereto;
(6) a warning of danger concerning the behavior of a
person involved, when there is reason to believe that there
exists the likelihood of substantial harm to an individual or
the public interest; and
(7) in a criminal case, in addition to subparagraphs (1)
through (6):
(a) the identity, residence, occupation, and family
status of the accused;
(b) if the accused has not been apprehended,
information necessary to aid in apprehension of that
person;
(c) the fact, time, and place of arrest; and
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(d) the identity of investigating and arresting
officers or agencies and the length of the
investigation.
(C) Notwithstanding paragraph (A), a member may make a statement that a reasonable
member would believe is required to protect a client from the substantial undue
prejudicial effect of recent publicity not initiated by the member or the member's client.
A statement made pursuant to this paragraph shall be limited to such information as is
necessary to mitigate the recent adverse publicity.
________________
PROBLEMS
Suppose now that the indenture trustee mentioned in the last section notices that
the city of Serra no longer complies with certain covenants in the indenture. As provided
in the indenture the trustee sends a letter to the mayor and city council members giving
the city 30 days to cure the problem. The letter states that at the end of this period the
trustee will exercise the indenture provision allowing for acceleration of payment on the
notes.
The mayor and council forward this letter to the city attorney and ask his advice.
The city attorney convenes a meeting within his office to discuss the matter. The city
attorney proposes that the city sue the trustee for breach of contract, attempted
interference with economic advantage, and a declaration that the trustee has no authority
to accelerate payment on the notes.
No authority actually supports these claims. The city attorney reasons, however,
that such a filing might intimidate the trustee into not accelerating payment and would at
least buy the city more time to deal with the problem. He thinks there is an outside
chance a court would understand that acceleration would harm the city and so enjoin the
trustee from exercising the acceleration right. Finally, he reasons that a court might
accept an analogy to a wrongful lending cause of action some states have recognized in
the consumer context.
(1)

Assuming such a suit would benefit the city in various ways may the city
attorney file it?

Suppose now that the suit is filed. During the course of the investigation the city
attorney’s office learns that the firm serving as indenture trustee has an office in the city
of Serra but has never obtained the required business license or paid the business taxes
specified in the municipal code.
After the suit is filed the city attorney speaks to the lawyer representing the
trustee. In the course of the discussion the city attorney states that the trustee is in
violation of the municipal code. He also states such an oversight not only makes the
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trustee liable for monetary penalties but would be very embarrassing for a firm whose
reputation rests on attention to detail. He concludes by stressing that the city seeks an
amicable relationship with the trustee but stating also that if the trustee insists on
adhering to the precise letter of its rights the city must do the same.
The trustee then files a motion to dismiss the city’s lawsuit. The trial court is not
persuaded by the city attorney’s analogy to predatory consumer lending practices and
dismisses the suit. It is only with great effort that the city attorney obtains leave to amend
the complaint.
After the order issues the city attorney responds to a reporter’s question by stating
that the court’s ruling was incorrect and would be reversed either by the same judge upon
filing of an amendment or by a court of appeals.
He further states that the evolution of legal principles always takes time,
particularly when a theory challenges powerful financial institutions and their customs.
He states judges typically have more in common with such wealthy institutions than with
the citizens who would be harmed by acceleration of the city’s debt, and hints that the
city possesses facts not yet revealed that show the trustee to have engaged in misconduct.
(2)

Do any or all of these actions create ethical problems for the city attorney?
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VI
ETHICAL PROBLEMS
IN CRIMINAL REPRESENTATION


An attorney may not institute criminal charges without probable cause. If
an attorney learns during the course of litigation that such charges are
not supported by probable cause the attorney must disclose that fact to the
court.



An attorney may not mislead courts as to facts or law and may employ
only those tactics consistent with the truth.



An attorney may not suppress evidence or interfere with an opponent’s
ability to obtain evidence.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 5-110
PERFORMING THE DUTY OF MEMBER IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE

A member in government service shall not institute or cause to be instituted
criminal charges when the member knows or should know that the charges are not
supported by probable cause. If, after the institution of criminal charges, the member in
government service having responsibility for prosecuting the charges becomes aware that
those charges are not supported by probable cause, the member shall promptly so advise
the court in which the criminal matter is pending.
________________
CALIFORNIA RULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 5-200
TRIAL CONDUCT
In presenting a matter to a tribunal, a member:
(A) Shall employ, for the purpose of maintaining the causes confided to the
member such means only as are consistent with truth;
(B) Shall not seek to mislead the judge, judicial officer, or jury by an artifice or
false statement of fact or law;
(C) Shall not intentionally misquote to a tribunal the language of a book, statute,
or decision;
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(D) Shall not, knowing its invalidity, cite as authority a decision that has been
overruled or a statute that has been repealed or declared unconstitutional; and
(E) Shall not assert personal knowledge of the facts at issue, except when
testifying as a witness.
________________
PROBLEMS
Arlene and Bob were students in the theater department at a local university.
They were both riding a trolley headed away from the university. Bob approached
Arlene and began to make lurid and offensive comments about her appearance. Arlene
believed he was drunk and felt threatened by this conduct. She moved to a different seat
nearer an exit. Bob followed and grabbed her arm, insisting that she listen to what she
had to say.
When Bob grabbed her arm Arlene caught a glimpse of what she thought was a
large knife tucked inside his jacket. She panicked and began to run away. Bob lunged to
catch her and in the process knocked her down the stairs and into the trolley’s glass
doors.
By this point the trolley was pulling into a station. When the doors opened Arlene
spilled out onto the platform. She suffered a 2-inch cut to her forehead and several
bruises. Bob leaped over her and ran away. He was apprehended shortly thereafter on
the street outside the trolley station.
The city attorney charged Bob with misdemeanor battery. Bob’s family retained
Cathy to defend him. Bob told Cathy that the incident was actually an exercise for the
theater department at school. Students were instructed to practice improvisation in
unusual settings. When Bob saw Arlene he thought he had a perfect opportunity for both
of them to practice; he played a drunken lout and expected her to play along. He did not
intend to scare her, much less batter her, and he had assumed she knew that.
Cathy asked about the knife Arlene reported seeing. Bob strenuously denied
having had a knife. He then said that as he ran he had seen a knife underneath some
bushes at the far edge of the trolley station. He suggested that Cathy retrieve it so that it
would cause no harm. When Cathy asked whey he had run when Arlene was hurt, Bob
shrugged and said nothing.
(1)
Suppose Cathy sends an investigator to the station. He finds a large knife
in the location Bob described. The investigator calls Cathy and asks what he should do
with it. What are Cathy’s ethical options and obligations in this situation?
(2)
Now suppose the case goes to trial. Cathy disbelieves Bob’s story about
an acting exercise; she thinks it is a transparent lie. Bob wishes to take the stand and
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recite his story. Must Cathy assist him in doing so? What are her ethical options and
obligations?
(3)
Suppose instead that Bob recounted his acting exercise story to the police.
The city attorney disbelieves the story and files the misdemeanor battery charge. Shortly
thereafter his investigator interviews a professor in the theater department. The professor
confirms that students are instructed to engage in such exercises, though he does not
specifically recall instructing Arlene and Bob to do so.
(A)
Suppose Cathy had requested any exculpatory material the city
attorney possessed. Must the city attorney produce the professor’s statements to Cathy?
(B)
Suppose the city attorney does not produce the statements and
Cathy does not find the professor on her own. Bob testifies that he intended to engage
Arlene in an acting exercise. In his closing the city attorney argues that Bob’s story is
facially implausible and therefore undercuts his credibility. He urges the jury to infer
from Bob’s “ridiculous fantasy” that Bob is in fact guilty of battery and a liar to boot. Is
the city attorney’s argument ethically permissible?
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